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At that moment, everyone felt like something was wrong.

Hezti managed to form a world avatar, which meant that he was quite talented and was already among

the upper echelon of warriors.

How could someone like that do such absurd things?

As time passed, everyone’s view of Hezti started to change.

The moment they saw Hezti forming a world avatar, they could not maintain their calm.

What was wrong with that guy?

Was he genuinely demented?

Was his brain damaged?

Morten’s and Nymm’s eyes widened. The strength that Hezti had shown was a complete shock to

everyone. To the two of them, it was a huge impact. Hezti constantly revealed that he was stronger than

they thought, and every time he showed his skills, they could not remain calm.

They thought that Hezti was a poor, mentally challenged person. Even though he constantly humiliated

them, he posed no actual threat. As long as they got rid of him whenever it was convenient to them, it

would be no problem.

At this point, however, it seemed like they viewed the situation too simply. The other party was not

someone ordinary after all.

Morten started to feel his anxiety creeping in. At this point, he looked at Hezti as if he had killed his family.

“There’s something wrong with this guy! Something is wrong! Look into it right now. Do everything you can

to see who he is!”

He was antsy, restless, and could no longer wait and see what happened.

Hezti’s performance was like a bomb that went off, shrouding everyone’s view of him. Initially, they thought

that Hezti would not be able to do anything against them the moment he stepped on stage, but they finally

realized that they had been too naive.

They had been strung along this whole time, never realizing how strong Hezti was. In fact, it seemed like

they had really been taken for a ride!

The first thing they needed to do was to verify who and how strong Hezti was. Only by finding out who he

was would they be able to really find out what his goals were.

Morten’s heart was thrashing against his chest, and he felt terribly ill. Nymm nodded vigorously, naturally

feeling like something was different about Hezti as well.

Unlike Rowan, he did not have a short fuse. The more dangerous the situation was, the calmer he acted.

It was just a pity that he was not that talented. Otherwise, his position would be comparable to Morten’s.

Meanwhile, on the stage, Rowan had a look of disbelief on his face, his eyes almost bugging out of their

sockets. His jaw slackened slightly as he looked at Hezti and his world avatar incredulously.

‘How?!’

Even he had not been able to form a world avatar, yet this braggart could form one!

This meant Hezti did not give everything he had when he fought against Hamish. In turn, this meant that

Rowan was not even able to stand up to Paul.

Rowan could not accept this. He gritted his teeth as he glared at Mandra, unable to digest and come to

terms with the reality.

How was some bumpkin from a third-grade world stronger than he was?!

That guy was just a pompous man, a brainless vermin that was not even worthy of scrubbing his shoes!

Why was Hezti able to form a world avatar but not him?

Rowan gritted his teeth as he tensed up. The hatred in his heart was close to consuming his rationality.

At this moment, Marsha realized something was wrong. He turned to look at the furious Rowan before

looking at Paul.

At that moment, his emotions were equally as complicated. He had thought that Hezti was just an ant he

could kill at any moment, but as it turned out, Hezti was a wolf that was not so easy to deal with!

If it was not for the fact that Hezti had shown some of his skills earlier, they would have suffered some

consequences. He might have even injured him, and that would have been disastrous!
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